What great things happen over coffee
at a coffee house?
Have you ever had something great happen over coffee at a coffeehouse?
For example: fell in love, had a great first date, reconnected with
family/friends, changed the direction of your life, had a brilliant idea,
started a new business, closed a sale, made a new friend, etc.
Share your story...

An unedited creative work in progress
from Lifebushido
Are you a Man or a Woman?
Would you like to make a movie?

www.lifebushido.com
Lifebushido
Anything is Possible
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Coffee Stories – Man or Woman and Movie
Note: These are some answers to question:
Are you a man or a woman? Would you like to make a movie?

I'm a woman. I don't entirely understand what Lifebushido is. Upon first impression, I
thought it was a freelancing site. Clearly, that's not true. The site says that it promotes
part time jobs for people with unique talent, but it does not provide specific details
regarding those jobs or talents. For example, I am a sophomore in college with an interest
and talent in art. I spend my summers away from school doing odd jobs to get by,
because I am seeking an alternative lifestyle and do not want to be at the bottom of some
corporation doing a job I hate. However, I still don't know if the site applies to me,
because I only recall it mentioning stay at home moms. I've always wanted to make a
movie, but nothing too high budget or complex. I would need to learn a lot more about
editing and scripting than I currently know. Yes, I am aware that I replied with more
than what needed to be said, but it just felt like the right thing to do at the moment.
I am a woman. And, I have been interested in making a movie for a long time. I love to
write, and have wanted to write a screenplay. I started one once. I don't have it anymore.I
am doing this mechanical turk thing to get a little money because I work from home and
have many ideas. One day I just may write a screenplay. I have so many things going
through my mind. I have images and music. I see movies in my head all the time. I may
just end up writing a book instead. That is usually my dilemma.I can't decide between a
novel or a movie. I also have an idea that would probably make a great kids film. I was
thinking it could be a cartoon that is on every week. Well thanks for the easy question:)
Making a movie is simply a matter of giving yuour thoughts a reel exposure letting others
know beyond what you really know you know. Its something you target a crowd with and
show them what they want to see. Starting with a planning you get to decide on what and
how to make your movie, then you decide on scenes, stories, actors and most importantly
BUDGET. then you start working on the resources according to your plan and give your
ideas a shape. Completion is ensured with your proper scheduling and hard work. There
after you start with promotions and publicity and thus You are done with your movie. See
! Its that simple... So making a movie is really possible LIFEBUSHIDO
Male. A movie? Um, I will not but maybe one day my not even started symphony may
find itself some CG artist to make a sci-fi or other odd or possibly abstract video for it.
But being paranoid, I will most likely either not get it finished or end up making the
symphony and the vid on my own and then screen it for mind manipulation influenced
messages and such that would annoy me. Ya, no....like every unemployed mental
health/mind controlled person who has to work on MTurk would do. Until then, I may
make some mechinima for the fun of it. I like sim car racing, I can't drive in RL so
crashing at 200 mph is sort of fun, unlike non sim driving. :P
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This is not an easy question. I am neither man or woman. I'm somewhat of both. I'm a
female-bodied-female-spirited-gay male. In other words I don't like having a female
body, I'd rather be a feminine gay man. I've been horribly depressed about this my entire
life, and have wanted to change since I can remember. But recently I've found a male
partner who accepts me for who I am, which is incredibly difficult as I only date gay
men. So just be aware that there are many of us out there who can't identify as simply
'man or woman'
I am one woman, however I have been told I have the spirit of ten. (smile) I recon' that is
because I raised boys, and now raise my two little grandboys. Gotta have the spirit of ten
I 'spose. At least ta raise em up to be men. Sometimes ya have to have a voice of ten
women, making sure they keep on track with chores and school. I love being a woman,
one woman. One country woman. Stew's on, rolls in the oven....stop the choppin' whilts
ya come and eat. (still smiling)
I am a man. If any one wanted to make a movie it should cover both gender with equality.
why I am saying this is because most of the present day movies are male dominated
women is just a show piece in most of the movies. Almost all the action movies women
were just their to fill the character but don't have any specific reason to be there in the
movie thus movie should focus on both character equally so that it can be equally
accepted by both men & women.
Male, 45 yrs of age. And yes, I've wanted to make a movie for at least a couple of years
now. Some thoughts (passions) of mine include: Remake of Fantastic Planet Lucy in
the Sky with Diamonds (trippy, 60's) Something based upon the UFO/ET mythos (horror
approach) And More! I hope you send me an email, here is my address:
chrstphr.jones2@gmail.com Oh, but wait. You probably, surely, have your own ideas.
Still interested though.
I am a woman. Your website has piqued my interest, I've bookmarked it for further
investigation. P.S. Making a movie sounds awesome! We could use my real life
example for the story line. What happens to lying cheating husband, who got some one
else pregnant while living with your best friend for four months while you are on the
other side of the country taking care of your grandmother.
you can create something that is very specific to your need which can be answered by yes
or no only. This kind of hit will be very easy and can be anwered by everybody. But at
the same time very limiting because you can't get enough information from the answers.
If it is a research this type of survey questions won't give enough description of you
really expect from your research.
Sure - I think there should be one of my life. Is my life all that interesting? Not
particularly, but I like it. I especially like all the sarcastic comments I could make to the
camera about what is going on in my life. Am I sarcastic? You bet! I recently read that
it is a form of passive aggression - hmmmm. Funny thing - I'm a librarian. How
aggressive could I be??
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I am a man. And I definitely want to make a movie. Actually, I am an aspiring composer
and have for a long time been interested in writing for films. If it actually happens I
would love to work for next to nothing (heck, if it's a good film I'll do it for nothing).
photonsoup@gmail.com I'm Jake, by the way. And I promise I'm not a stalker.
I am a WOMAN, currently a member of the Lifebushido team. Getting ready to help out
with some exciting MTurk stuff. YES, making a movie sounds like great fun!! I think I
might be best suited helping out with any writing that would be done. Can't wait to hear
more about it!!
Ah...I am a woman! I also would not mind making a movie, although it may depend on
what type of movie. I have always thought it would be fun....making home movies is
alright, would be cool to be in one that might show up in a theater though....or at least at
Sundance. :)
Man.I'd have preferred the question be a little more open, like "What gender do you
identify with the most?" I've many friends that were born male, but identify female. Of
course, they'd have answered female, but you probably understand what I mean."
I may look like a woman, walk like a woman ,and take like a woman. I may tease like a
woman, please like a woman,and have you down on one knee like a woman .The only
real way you would know that I was a man is if i told you. So does it really matter?
I am a woman. Doesn't everyone want to make a movie of something? Even though my
life is almost mind numbingly boring now, it once was exciting and it could make a very
good story on why everyone should have good self esteem from an early age!
I am 100% feline. Woman that is. :-) I would be very interested in hearing about your
movie, or any other project, that you are interested in becoming involved in. Feel free to
email me at MotivatedOne@charter.net Thanks! Angela
Well thank you for asking! I'm a woman! Nah, movie making would have to be a very
frustrating and time consuming endeavor. I like watching but not particularly interersted
in being involved in the movie making process.
Man...And I finally got curious enough about you to find your website. I'm unemployed
and I'm sending you an email under the name austin457. I like your posts. Maybe I can
find a place of use in your "company".
I am a man, although I do think that there are people who could have trouble with this
question. Everyone wants to make a movie. No one wants to learn what they really need
to know in order to actually do so.
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I am a woman and yes, I would love to make a movie. I am always thinking of plots that
never show up on the screen but a lot of detective work sometimes unearths something in
documentary or indy form.
I am a woman if you consider a 19-year-old to be a woman already. I'd rather not make a
movie. I really stink at acting. If you don't mind that, though, it really just depends on
the type of movie.
I am female. HIT is fun, a great way for me to do something in my free time.
Unfortunately I don't think I have enough time to make a movie. *cries* I have time to
watch a movie though... *smile*
Not to easy to answer always actually. Am I male or female -- biologically speaking? All
the bits are female. Does that make me a woman? Or a man? Or either? What does either
mean and who decides?
Female. Man or Woman implies characteristics of integrity, maturity, strength, and all
things one associates with these words. Man or Woman is more a state rather than a
gender assignment.
I am a woman! Yay. Depends on what kind of movie. Porn is definitely out of the
question but I love zombie and horror films. =D
http://www.myspace.com/neuroticasphixation <--- Tis me.
I am a woman, and sure I want to make a movie. I don't necessarily want to STAR in a
movie, but I think I would enjoy certain aspects of the process. Thanks for asking the
question.
I am a MAN. Well... I don't really think that everything is possible. If you think it is, can
I teleport myself in a nice place (of my choice)? Nice HIT, by the way. :)
I'm not sure I understand. But okay. I'm a woman. And I may be interested in making a
movie, however I am incredibly busy...though, most my time IS spent with a camera...
I'm a woman, and I would love to make a movie. I make videos all the time I absolutely
love doing it. www.myspace.com/deppscelticbeauty contact me if you'd like :)
i am a man.
what kind of movie are you looking to make? if it isnt anything weird i
would probably be interested, although i probably am not much of an actor. haha
I am a woman. I have been part of an independent movie production. It was fun and we
got the word out and helped change the way Ohio votes! (How Ohio Pulled It Off)
Man.You know, in today's 'alice in wonderland' topsy turvey land of anything goes, you
might get some really confusing answers. Those people are just confused.
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I am a man, and could like to make a movie. My hobbies are guitar, and sports. I am
also have knowledge in the finance, and computer fields. Thanks.
I am a man I do want to make a movie. I have a digital camcorder, Web and graphic
Design skills and a website. Email me someone. brucewayneplayboy@gmail.com
manmovie based on crime drama like grand theft auto game series with a message to
law enforcement explaining Jesus's eye for an eye compounding theory
Ok, I am a woman. Yes I want to make a movie. My husband was a TV writer for 25
years and now he is moving on to movies - why do you ask - what have you got!?
I am a woman. I would like to make a movie with lots of adventure and romance. I think
presentation is most important when considering making your own movie.
I'm confuse on the direction. But If you are asking which is the best title, I would go with
Lifebushido because it sounds funny. Good luck with your movie.
i am a woman. Lifebushido Lifebushido is building a global network of people working
part-time from home with flexible hours using their unique talents.
Womanhehe, you might want to investigate current gender labels before you ask this one
again ... cis-gender, transgender etc etc thanks for the penny
I am a man. No. I just like to see good movies and not interested in doing anything which
I am not able to and for which I will be sorry in future.Thannks!
I am a woman! And yes, I wanna make a movie. Btw, Hi Steve, I applied to work for
Lifebushido where "anything is possible". Hope I'm still in the running!!
I am a woman with a few more years to live and I would like to live it fruitfully. So I
have to make the most of my time, making it productive and worthy.
I am all woman!!!!! would love to make a movie someday. but no money and no plot
yet!!! ha ha!!!! take care. you're life is an occasion---rise to it!!!
womanI have written screenplays in my head but I have never really had to desire to
actually make a movie, it seems like it would be rather boring.
I am a woman. Sure I would like to make a movie. Where do I sign up? I don't even have
to be the star as I would be content to be supporting player.
woman! let's make a movie! let's bake cookies...mmm...cookies. i think i'm really going
to go bake cookies now. lets make our movie about cookies.
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I am a Man. Yes, I want to make a short animated movie. I have all the scripts ready,
now only thing left is to reproduce my imagination onscreen.
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